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Third Season
OpensSunday

One. Iwo. Three! And Sixten Ehrling along
with the Detroit Symphony will start another great Meadow Brook Festiv
al.

French Institute
Festival Program

•

OPENING WEEK
Thursday-Friday, June 30-July 1 -- Henryk Szeryng
Overture to "La Forza del destino
Symphony No. 1
Violin Concerto
Saturday-Sunday, July 2-3 -- Henryk Szeryng
Symphony Fantastique
Violin Concerto

Verdi
Sibelius
Beethoven
Berlioz
Tchaikovsky

SECOND WEEK
Thursday-Friday, July 7-8 -- Maureen Forrest
er
Tone Poem "Macbeth"
R. Strauss
Songs of a Wayfarer
Mahler
Trois poemes de Mallarme
Ravel
Petrouchka
Stravinsky
Saturday-Sunday, July 9-10 -- Maureen
Forrester
Overture to "Iphigenia in Aulis"
Gluck
Arias from "Paris and Helen
" "Orpheus and Euridice".. Gluck
Symphony No. 3, "Scotch"
Mendelssohn
Prelude to Act I "Lohengrin"
Wagner
Arias from "II Trovatore," "Don
Carlos"
Verdi
Dances from "The Three-Cornered
Hat"
de Falla

OU welcomes to campus this
week the participants in an NDEA
French Institute, who will be arriving today. Of the 48 participants, there are 14 men and 34
women, 10 of them nuns. All are
junior high and high school teachers of French who come from
Michigan 'and 14 other states.
All will be moving into Anibal
House, where they will form a
French-speaking island in the
student body.
Their arrival Friday is the
prelude to a rigorous eight-week
course of the French language
and culture. Classes are scheduled for all morning and afternoon; participants are expected
to eat together and to speak French
together.
OU's professor Don lodice
heads an impressive faculty of
eight distinguished professors
from all over the U.S.A. plus four
native French assistants.

Musician Teaches
Mrs. Mischa

Mischakoff, wife
of the concertmaster of the Detroit Symphony Orchestra, will
join her husband at Oakland University this summer as a teacher of violin and viola.
Under co-sponsorship of the
University's Division of Continuing Education and the Meadow
Brook School of l‘lusic, Hortense Mischakoff will accept children and adults for private, noncredit lessons from July 11
through August 20. During that
time, her husband, an outstanding member of the faculty at the
Meadow Brook School, will be
working with advanced violin
students.
A teacher for 35 years, Mrs.
Mischakoff has served on the
faculty of the School of Music at
the Chautauqua Institution, Chautauqua, New York, and taught at
the Cranbrook and Kingswood
Schools in addition to her private teaching schedule.
She also has shared the solo-

Oakland University's magnificent Music Festival will open
its third season next Thursday
at 8:30 P.M. with the full Detroit
Symphony Orchestra under Sixten Ehrling's direction. This will
mark the beginning of a eight
week schedule of 31 concerts in
the Howard C. Memorial Pavilion.
The great violinist Henryk
Szeryng (see page four) will be
the. opening soloist playing the
Beethoven Concerto Thursday and
Friday, and the Tchaikovsky Concerto on Saturday and Sunday.
Concert time for the new Sunday
"Twilight" series will be 6:30
P.M. Grounds open two hours before performance time for buffet
suppers and picnics.
Also included in the program
for the two opening concerts are
Verdi's Overture to "La forza
del Destino" and the Sibelius
Symphony No. 1 in E minor. Saturday and Sunday the program
will include Berlioz' "Symphonie Fantastique."
The seating area for grounds
ticket holders has been doubled
in size, the slope behind the formal chairs greatly gentled and
re-sodded. A new road for exit
only has been built to speed southbound Adams road traffic at concet's end. All traffic continues to
enter off Walton Road, but those
planning to use the new exit are
urged to park on the east side of
the lot.
The New York Pro Musica will
really set the summer's music
program swinging this Sunday June
26 at 6:30 P.M. This will be the
first of three performances on
campus by the group and also the
inaguration of the new theatre in
the new Matilda R. Wilson Hall.
The first program will be
made up of English music of the
courts of Elizabeth and James.
Works scheduled include Thomas
Weelkes "Welcome Sweet Pleasure," "0 Care Thou Wilt Dispatch Me" and "Hark, All You
Lovely Saints Above."
Tickets for the program may
be purchased at the Meadow Brook
Festival Office in the I,M. building for three dollars.
ist's spotlight with her husband
in double concerto performances
at the University of Colorado,
with the Chautauqua Symphony
and, most recently, in Michigan
City, Indiana, where she was
director of the School of Fine
Arts before her marriage.
There will be a fee of six
dollars per lesson with Mrs.
Mischakoff. Further information
may be obtained by contacting
Dr. Walter S. Collins, Dean,
Meadow Brook School of Music,
Oakland University, Rochester,
Michigan.

Larimer Letters

Bible Class

Ash Morrissette

As every student of English is aware, Western Literature is
closely associated with two fields which are considered subject areas
In themselves - - mythology and Christianity. At present, Oakland
offers an entire course in myth, CLS 312, as well as a brief introduction to the field in UC 016, the first semester of West. Lit.
Commencing with an examination of the epics of Homer and Vergil,
CLS 312 moves into the study of Agememnon, Philoctetes, and other
pieces of Classical myth in more modern literature, as Rape of the
Lock and Ulysses.
However, while our university offers a course in mythology, it
does not offer one in the study of the Bible, which is even more
intimately bound up with the whole of Englishliterature. At first, the
need for a Bible course may be apparent, since some individuals
seem to contend with the fact that, at one time or another, all people
have had some contact with the scriptures. But while everybody on
occasion has seen a religious film such as "Ben Hur" or "The Ten
Commandments," or listened to some type of sermon, many people
lack an adequate knowledge of the Biblical text, being totally unacquainted with many of its most significant events. In fact, it is
quite a common thing for a person to have read no sizable portion
of the text whatsoever.
Therefore, in perusing works like Milton's Paradise Lost or
Melville's Moby Dick, the reader having no true knowledge of the
Bible is bound to miss the full meaning and significance of these
works. In Moby Dick, for instance, one might have difficulties
grasping the Biblical symbolism of the book and recognizing Ahab's
similarity to certain scripturalfigures; by the same token, one could
easily miss the religious implications in Billy Budd, another work
by Melville. Being closely acquainted with the Bible, however, one
could derive a much more thorough understanding of material having
any religious implications.
Of course, the proposed class would not be conducted in the grand
old style of a revival meeting, but hopefully would provide an
objective, thorough examination of the Biblical text. Therefore,those
who do not happen to believe in Christianity could sit comfortably
In class without being expected in any way to have committed themselves to the Christian creed, or having to take part in the religious
ceremony and listen to the moralistic sermons of the church service.
It is unfortunate that Oakland, providing an otherwise extensive
coverage of English literature, could overlook an area as significent
Ronald Skuta
as this.

Meadow Brook Great
The Meadow Brook Festival will begin next Thursday, and for
the next eight weeks this area will have the pleasure of being exposed to some of the finest music in the world. With the introduction
of such groups as the New York Pro Musica and the triple threat
of Isaac Stern, Leonard Rose and Eugene Istomin, the total program
is without a doubt the best in the world. In a very short time, the
Meadow Brook ideal has grown into a complex reality including
such aspects as a six week Choral and Vocal Institute, an Institute
for Medieval, Renaissance, and Early Baroque Music, and a ThreeWeek Piano Trio Institute; all of which are being taught by the best
people in the country. Such an exciting climate must necessarily
create interest in the learning process as alive performing concept.
We heartily approve of the University's efforts in this area and hope
they continue to support and further this concept into the other areas
of the performing arts. Such programs not only give the University
prestige, but provide the students an atmosphere that is culturally
rewarding.
We have been informed of an imminent breakthrough in the performing arts area at Oakland, but the total facts and negotiations
are not completely finished so we do not feel that it would be appropriate to release the information at this time. We hope to be
announcing soon a program that will, in scope and stature, probably
be greater than the Meadow Brook Festival; a program that will
mark Oakland as a center for performing arts.
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I wrote a poem tonight. A
fairly good poem. My present tenFlow do we talk to our cities? sion is one of love rather than
Or aren't you frightened? I've self-pity. But god,am I nervous....
taken to entering our city walls
It is raining beautifully. I
under cover of daylight, my face would like to go out and become
covered with a pale-green shroud the rain.
I have come to the convenient
of the latest synthetic fiber.
Rushing to my reason for being anonymity of the grill.
There is a crippled butterfly-there, I clasp his hand, astonished to find him still alive. I a leaf, which is a crippled butcount the hours until I can make terfly--it agonizes on the bitter
my escape, fearing my brain will ground.
With absorbed attention, the
explode in protest before I can
reach the tawdry havens of San girl scrapes the reamining flesh
Bernardino, Cicero and New from the inside of the skull.
...My thoughts are of little
Rochelle. Why are my loves in:
New York City - The vacuum assistance to my situation --maycleaner of the world."Turn back, be I will one day discover the
turn back!", scream the garbage ultimate blindness and then draw
dumps of Bayonne, then merci- contentment from my little vision.
Shall we deny the basic tenets
fully stench-coat our nostrils so
you can't smell the rotting souls. of disease? Shall we, in spite of
LeRoi Jones and Norman Mailer ourselves, be beautiful?
Loneliness is reinforced by
are innocent choir-boys here.
my only-inward vision.
Thomas Wolfe is dead.
"If I be in a state of grace,
Chicago - Impotent revolutionaries plot chaos until dawn. I pray God keep me there. If I be
SDS tries to restrain the PLP not in a state of grace, I pray
who accuse the Anarchists of a God take me there."
...Life teaches us the words
Nazi-type alliance with the CP.
Their shouts prevent a factory for its parts before it reveals
worker on the floor below from them to us. And even then, there
sleeping off his drunk. He loses are great mysteries....
We are all of us innocents.We
three fingers to a punch-press
at 7:45 a.m. I've never been to do not know ourselves. Mirrors
make us as uncomfortable as does
the Art Institute.
San Francisco - Pastel shad- the voodoo man who fashions litows quiver in the mid-day fog. tle dolls of wax.
Alive and moving in the room
A clean, exciting breeze brings
kisses from the Orient. Enchant- are people and memories touched
ment and beauty circle the bay with rain, with wet patches on
with an impalable belt of new their shoulders and dampness in
comfort. Suddenly, 10,000 soli- their hair, but no emotion or retary mystics self-consciously action which can be deduced by an
predict the imminent victory of isolated subjective view. They
might indeed be asleep, or in
peace, free love and individual
freedom. They display their free- fact images in a dream
"straight-world"
from
dom
hangups by turning on in perfect Do not look at me and turn away
unison with LSD and marijuana. To rise, to walk up another
shadowed stair.
Always afraid of hard work, I
run away to a redwood forest Wait for me.
I have gone to look for stars.
and go to sleep.
Los Angeles - The quintes- Wait for me; I will bring one
when I come.
sence of hell is indescribable.
Frank Lloyd Wright said that It will be wortl your awakenG.B.
ing.
their sensitive souls are now forced to flee American cities. With
the possible exceptions of BosEditor's Note: The Viper will
not appear this week, because
ton, New Orleans, Albuquerque
and Denver, I would agree. The the information needed to disgeneral leering cynicism, inse- cuss the rights of students is
Ed.
curity, fear and slave-like re- not yet complete.
bellion (understandable but shallow) which is eating away at so
many people in the cities makes
each visit a test of transcendent
power. I can't talk to these graveyards. What do you say to them?

Ch urch

Letter To The Editor
Dear Sir,
Although I have written before
praising your work this semester,
I feel that perhaps by criticizing
you a little the paper will become
even better. What I am referring
to is the article last week on "The
Glass Menagerie." Your article
contained a tone that implied that
you panning the production somewhat, but as an avid theatre-goer,
I can honestly tell you that the
production was one of unequaled
excellence. Mr. Aston has once
again displayed his unique feel for
the interpretation of modern
drama. Please take all of this in
good faith, for I still think your
publication is fantastic. The Horrorscope was a gas.
R.H.

DIED: Susan Sechler's G.P.A. at
the age of four years from chronic malnutrition and extended exposure to the sun and swimming
pools. Survived by a girl who at
least is in no danger of being
drafted.
DIED: The infant air conditioner
which served 156 NFH. Cause
of death unknown, but it is suspected that an autopsy will reveal a respiratory ailment. Mourned by all students who were
struggling with a mid-term in
the windowless lecture hall more
aware of numerous surrounding
warm bodies than the printed
page before them.

•

DIED: Writing Center Office at
the age of two. Survived by several displaced persons who wander the halls hoping that, like
the Phoenix, the Writing Center
Office will rise again from the
ashes.
IN MEMORIAM: Missed from
our presence the long-time companion Ancient Tradition (known
to his friends as No Intercollegiate Sports at OU) who died
sometime in the uncertain past
after a long gradual decline. His
passing was unnoticed by the general public, but those of us who
love him still lay wreathes athis
tomb--the Sports and Recreation
Building.
AILING: Pontiac's Forum Theatre, suffering a mysterious illness for which there is no apparent physical cause but perhaps a feeling of rejection too
often born out by reports from its
ticket office. At the moment, the
Forum is on the critical list and
is denied both visitors and telephone calls. A card might be
appreciated.

BIRTHS
BORN: To the Construction Crew,
a girl, Matilda Wilson Hall,
weighing 100,000 tons and already in her infancy holding more
intellect than any one creature
should have to bear.
BORN: To the Grounds Crew, a
multiple birth of green and smelly things (their 3627'th)for which
the Observer would like to congratulate them and pass out cigars all around.
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FIVE POINTS
COMMUNITY CHURCH
WALTON BLVD., PONTIAC
Across From University
Morning Service 11:00 A.M.
Bible Study Hour 10:00 A.M.
Evening Service 6:30 P.M
Rev. Gordon Lindsay, Pastor
For rides Call 651-3054 or 338-1381..
•
ABIDING PR LsENrE
LUTHERAN CHURCH
1550 W. Walton, Rochester
Worship: 8:00 and 10:30
Church School: 9:15
Rev. Lloyd Buss, Pastor
Call 651-6550 or 651-6556

ST JO t111----I
LUTHERAN CHURCH
1011 W. University Dr., Rochester
Rev. Richard L. Schlecht, Pastor
Robert Kolb, Vicar Ph. 652-4661
Morning Worship - 8, 9:30 and 11 A M
(Broadcast on WPON Pontiac at 8 A.M.)
Sunday School & Bible Classes 9:30 A.M

UNIVERSITY
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
ADAMS ROAD
1 and 1/2 Milos S. of Walton
Worship Services: 9:30 8, 11:15
, For Information Call 651-8516

MEADOW BROOK
BAPTIST CHURCH
Meeting at Meadow Brook
Elementary School Castlebar and
Munster Rds., N. of Crooks Rd.
Sunday Bible School - 9:45 A.M.
Morning Worship S•rvice - 11.00 A M
Rev. Wolter R. Peterson,
sportatAiodndreCss:
For tronailmg
o11 338-3406
Mailing
Box 364, Rochester

ATTEND THE CHURCH
of your choice
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New Faculty Appointments
Approved by State Board

S

Appointment of 12 new faculty
members and approval of three
leaves of absence for Oakland
University were approved by the
Michigan State University Board
of Trustees, Thursday, June 16.
Named to the faculty were
Keith R. Kleckner, associate professor of engineering; Richard R.
Shank associate professor of
engineering and assistant dean;
Nguyen Pluong Cac, assistant
professor of mathematics; Richard E. Haskell, assistant professor of engineering; Adeline G.
Hirschfeld, assistant professor
speech; Fred W. Smith, assistant professor of teacher education and associate dean of students; Kiichi Usui, visiting assistant professor of art; Jon H.
Appleton, instructor in music;
Louis M, Buchanan, instructor
in English; John Hurd II, instruceconomics-business;
in
tor
Phoebe Chao, special instructor
in English; and Jane L. Davidson,
specialist in reading education.
Leaves of absence were approved for Jesse R. Pitts, professor and chairman of sociology;
Sheldon Appleton, associate professor of political science; and
David C. Potter, assistant professor of political science. Pitts
will be on leave from August 15,
1966, through August 14, 1967, to
study in Paris under a Fulbright
Fellowship; Potter from September 1, 1966, through August 31,
1967, to study in England and
India under an American Institute
of Indian Studies Grant; and Appleton from January 3, 1967,
through April 22, 1967, to study
in Taiwan and Hong Kong under
a Fulbright-Hayes Fellowship.
Kleckner, appointed associate
professor of engineering, will
come to OU from Cornell where
he has been a member of the
faculty since 1961. He earned his
bachelor's degree in electrical
engineering and his doctorate
from Cornell.
Shank, associate professor
and assistant dean of engineering,
will come to OU from Yale University, where he has been an
assistant in the provost's office.
He has also served at Yale, where
he earned his bachelor's and
master's degrees, as dean in
Branford College and as an assistant professor in the department
of electrical engineering.
Cac, assistant professor of
mathematics, has been a lecturer
at the University of Western Ontario, a research fellow at Sheffield University in England, and
a secondary school teacher. He
earned a licencees-sciences degree at the University of Saigon,
a master's degree from the University of London and doctorate
from Cambridge.
Haskell, assistant professor
of engineering, will come to OU

from the Air Force Cambridge
Research Labs. He was teaching
and research assistant at RensInstitute,
Polytechnic
selaer
where he earned his bachelor's
and master's degrees in electrical engineering and his doctorate,
and also served as a part-time
lecturer at Northeastern University.
Mrs. Hirschfeld, assistant
professor of speech, was a graduate assistant and part-time instructor at Wayne State University, where she earned her doctorate. She earned her bachelor's
degree from Wayne and master's
degree from the Univ. of Mich.
Smith, assistant professor of
teacher education and associate
dean of students, has been assistant dean of Alma College since
1963. To serve also as dean of
freshmen at OU, he was head adviser at Michigan State University, where he earned his doctorate, and has taught in public
schools for several years. Currently one of the editors for the
Journal for the National Association of Student Personnel Administrators, he earned his bachelor's and master's degrees from
Wheaton.
Usui visiting assistant professor of art, earned a bachelor's
degree from the University of
Tokyo and studied four years at
the Art Students League in New
York. The artist, whose works
,
have been shown in gallerie,
throughout the country, is now
residing in New York.
Appleton, instructor in music,
has taught at Verde Valley School
in Arizona, the University of Oregon and Columbia University. He
earned his bachelor's degree at
Reed College and his master's at
Oregon.
Buchanan, instructor in English has served as a teaching fellow at Wayne State University and
the University of Toronto. He
earned his bachelor's degree at
Oakland, Master's at Wayne, and
is working toward his doctorate at
Toronto.
Hurd instructor in economics
--J
-business, is currently completing his doctorate at Yale University. He earned his bachelor's
degree from Yale.
Mrs. Chao, special instructor in English, has taught at
School, City and
Kingswood
Country School of Bloomfield
Hills, and Seaholm High School
in Birmingham. She earned her
bachelor's and master's degree
from the University of Michigan.
Miss Davidson, specialist in
reading for the School of Education, has taught at the secondary
level in Grand Rapids, Belleville,
and Detroit. She earned her bachelor's degree at the University
of Michigan and her master's
at Wayne State University.

The colorful Robert Shaw will be director of Institute for Choral Studies again this year.

AUSTIN

unur

mini-Mfit

rugged runabout with a thousand uses

INTRODUCING the
Newest Model of the Austin Line . . .
LIGHTNING FAST
CURB SERVICE

AUSTIN MINI-MOKE

Carryouts - Call 15 Minutes
in Advance
OPEN 6 A.M. - 1 A.M. Daily
6 A.M. To 2 A.M. Fri. & Sat.

Pontiac Sports Car, Inc.
The new M.G. dealer in Pontiac

Opdyke (M-24) At
Pontiac Rd. Pontiac
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Call 334 -9551

467 Auburn, Pontiac

335-1138

335-1511
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Musicians Assemble:

Violinist Henryk Szeryng will begin brilliant concert series.

The distinguished New York Pro Musica will precede the regular concerts with a program
of Medieval, Rennaissance, and Baroque music. In addition the members will teach a twoweek institute for graduate music credit.

111)

Appearing in the third week of the festival is the noted pianist Van Clihurn. Of all the talented guests this summer, he is perhaps th• most popular.
Page Font
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Gibson Travels To London Council
Oakland University engineering dean John E. Gibson,of Rochester, will present a scientific
paper before delegates to The
International Federation of Automatic Control Councils (IFACC)
meeting in London, England,June
•
20-24.
Regarded as one of the nation's
foremost experts in adaptive control systems, Gibson, 40, is the
author of more than 35 publications in the engineering field. He
has written two books, "Nonlinear Control Systems", published
in 1963, and "Control Systems
Components," which was published in 1958 and translated into
several foreign languages.
The OU dean came to Oakland
in the fall of 1965 to head the
University's new School of Engineering. Prior to that appointment, he was director of Purdue
University's Automatic Control
and Information Systems Laboratory.
Gibson has pioneered in the
development of adaptive-control
systems which are able to profit
from past experience, adjust to
new situations, and make calculated decisions without the aid of
human programmers.
Computers generally in use
today can do no more than they

Laugh This Evening

St. John Fisher Chapel

Chapel Blessing
Last Sunday, St. John Fisher
Chapel attracted a large congregation of students, faculty, and
staff to its opening mass. At that
time Father Hinsberg blessed the
chapel, which will be formally
dedicated by the archbishop in the
fall.
service included
Sunday's
such liberal and beautiful complements as the amen from "The
Lilies of the Field," the gesture
shared by all worshippers and
known in the Catholic Church as
the "kiss of peace," and a form
of open prayer.
This mass was Father Hinsberg's farewell to Oakland University; the popular priest now
returns to Sacred Heart Seminary to resume a full-time teaching and counseling career. He
leaves behind him a most beautiful place of worship and many
friends.
Oakland's new resident chaplain will be Father John Fauser,
who will begin his residence at
Fisher Chapel on Sunday, June
26, and will be on campus for
his first regular visit on Tuesday, June 28, at 11 A.M.
The chapel was built to serve
Catholic
Oakland's
students.
However, all are welcome to
visit the chapel and to attend its
services.
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Belly laughs, titters, and guffaws will be inorder tonight when
SILENTS PLEASE! presents an
evening of classic silent film
comedies. Among the dozens of
great comics represented will be
Charlie Chaplin ("THE ADVENTURER," 1917), Buster Keaton
("COPS," 1922), Laurel & Hardy
("YOU'RE DARN TOOTIN',"
1915), Ben Turpin ("THE HAREM KNIGHT," 1927, Laurel
Hardy and Charlie Chase ("THE
CALL OF THE CUCKOO," 1927),
and many others.
The laughs start at 7:30 PM
in 190 Science. Admission is 50.
Bring a friend (to carry you home
after all that laughing,of course).

are told to do by the people who
program them. They cannot adapt
to unforseen problems the way
human beings can, and their only
advantage over men is the speed
with which they can make calculations and sort information.
Gibson's goal is to design control systems which can think just
as elaborately as intelligent human beings, but at lightningfast speeds.
The imaginative OU engineer
is chairman of the theory committee of the American Automatic Control Council, which represents all of the professional
engineering societies in the U.S.
No stranger to international
engineering conferences, Gibson
attended the first IFACC conference in Moscow in 1960, and in
1961 was invited by the Japanese
Government to lecture on automatic control systems at the
major engineering schools in that
country.
Following the London conference, he will give a series of
lectures at the Technical University of Berlin before returning to
the U.S. early in July.

•

Science, it is true, shows remarkable and highly surprising
things about man, but as it attains greater clarity, the more
evident it becomes that man can
never become the object of scientific investigation.
Karl Jaspers
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of Montana and his doctorate from
the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology.
JACK R. MOELLER, former
Grosse Pointe High School teacher, was promoted to associate
professor of German. A member
of the OU faculty for three years,
Moeller earned his bachelor's degree from Oberlin College and
master's and doctorate from

OU Faculty Promotions Announced
Promotions for twelve OU
faculty members were approved
DAVID C. BEARDSLEE, who
is currently on leave until December 31, 1966, to devote full
time to a research project, was
promoted to the rank of professor of psychology. Since joining
the OU faculty in 1960, he has
held several key posts in addition to his teaching assignment,
Including associate dean of social sciences and director of the
Computing and Data Processing
Center.
HARVEY BURDICK,who joined the OU faculty in 1962 and is
now acting chairman of the psychology department, was promoted to professor. Burdick earned
his bachelor's degree at Syracuse University and master's
from Columbia University.
Promoted to the rank of professor in English, THOMAS
FITZSIMMONS came to the OU
faculty in 1959 from Yale University, where he was a research
associate and editor of the Human Relations Area Files. He
earned his bachelor's degree
from Stanford University and
master's from Columbia.
EDWARD J. HEUBEI„ chairman of the department of political science and member of the
OU faculty since 1961, was promoted to the rank of professor.
Heubel earned his doctorate and
master's degrees from the University of Minnesota and his
bachelor's degree from Yale.
A member of the OU faculty
since 1960, ROBERT E. SIMMONS, chairman of modern languages and literature, was also
promoted to professor. Named
chairman of the department one
year ago, Simmons is a graduate
of Stanford University, where he
earned his bachelor's, master's,
and doctoral degrees.
GERTRUDE WHITE, associate professor of English and
member of the OU faculty since
1959, was promoted to the rank
of professor. A former chairman
of the history department at
Kingswood School, Cranbrook,
Mrs. White earned her bachelor's
degree from Mount Holyoke, master's from Columbia University,
and her doctorate from the University of Chicago.
Another English department
faculty member, JOHN G.BLAIR
was among six OU faculty members promoted to associate professor. Joining the OU faculty in
1962, he holds a doctorate and
bachelor's degree from Brown
University and a master's degree from Columbia.
JUNE E. GABLER, assistant
professor of education and member of the faculty since 1963,
was promoted to associate professor. She earned her bachelor's, master's, and doctoral de-

MEN'S WEAR. INC.
NORTH HILL PLAZA
ROCHESTER. MICHIGAN
Appor•I of Distinction
for Men and Young Men

Austin-Norvell
Agency Inc.
OVER 40 YEARS OF
DISTINGUISHED
SERVICE

70 W. LAWRENCE
AT WIDE TRACK DRIVE W.
PONTIAC, MICH.
332-0241
June 24, 1966

grees from Wayne State Univ.
ROBBIN R. HOUGH,assistant
professor and acting chairman of
economics-business, was promoted to associate professor. A
member of the OU faculty since
1962, Hough earned his bachelor's degree from the University

where he earned his bachelor's
degree and his doctorate respectively.
AMITENDRANATH TAGORE,
assistant professor of Chinese,
has also been promoted to associate professor. Tagore, who
came to Oakland in 1964, earned
his bachelor's degree from Calcutta University, master's from
National Peking University, and
doctorate from Visva Bharati.

Little Caesars

Home of

Orange Blossom
DIAMOND

Princeton,
FREDERICK W. OBEAR, assistant provost and assistant professor of chemistry, was promoted to the rank of associate professor. Obear, who joined the OU
faculty in 1960, has served as
dean offreshmen and administrative coordinator for Charter College. He is a graduate of Lowell
Technological Institute and the
University of New Hampshire,

Glenwood
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DELIVERY on 3 or more orders
AM Friday and Saturday
AM Sunday Thru Thursday
Call For Delivery Before 11:00 P. M.
FREE

Birmingham

OPEN

till 3:00
12:00

AGIN or AMERICA, INC

Nobody's perfect.

SALES

& SERVICE

921 Mt. Clemens
West of Opdyke

MARMON

BRIDGESTONE

144
'
,

i!M:c1%/
BRIDGESTONE 90 SPORT

if you're looking for the
90cc that tops 'em all in every performance category, look no
further. This is it! The new Bridgestone 90 Sport out-accelerates,
out-speeds and out-classes everything you can name in the HO to
90cc road sport category. The secret? Track-proven competition
components built in as standard equipment. See and ride the new
Bridgestone 90 Sport and prove to yourself - BRIDGESTONE
means PERFORMANCE.

Many Volkswagens hove driven 60,000 miles
on the original pistons and cylinaers. Common
tire wear is 40,000 miles.
But it's a mistake to regard the Volkswagen as
indestructible. Like any good machine, it does not
thrive best on neglect.
This is why we give you a book on preventive
maintenance covering each 30,000 miles your VW
drives.
In the book for new VWs, for instance, Perforated slips tell exactly what service should be
performed at 300 miles (no labor charge). At
3,000 miles (no labor charge). And at every 3,000
miles after that. This should keep your cot in crock
running order.
Good service is so important, the Volkswagen
people will not sell the VWs where they cannot
be handled by us, their own factory-trained
mechanics.
You are as welcome at our VW service deportment as the day you bought the car.
Parts are economical. Quickly installed.
There isn't a Volkswagen in the world we can't
Jet you ports for. Most are interchangeable from
year to year.(We con put a 1963 fender on your
'52 model with just ten bolts. It fits perfectly.)
Volkswagen service is as good as the car.
Ask anybody.
Showroom
HOURS
Doily to 6 P.M. - Mon.Tues. & Thurs. "ttl 8 P.M.
Service: 8 - 5 Daily; 8 ; 12:00 Sot.
Parts- 8 5:30 Daily: 8 - 12:30 Sot

autobahn
motors
1765 S. Telegraph

Pontiac

AUTHORIZED
DEALER

338-4531

Se t.ri

HILLS

NNE/

DO YOU
HAVE A
FULL HOUSE?

THEATRE
"Mor'-rn to the Minute"
•
42 UNITS
With Efficiency

ROCHESTER

Friday — Tuesday

Apartments

THE AGONY

SENSIBLE RATES

AND

NIGHT GOLF

SPARTAN
HOTEL

A
Nev.
io Golf
40

ONE

, ADMISSION
44

44t.
To Par Course
ith One Paid Admission
and this Ad
! , ivs Si 25 - Nights $150
I - 75 North to M-15

Left on M-15 to Dixie

One Showing Only

Near Oakland University

WATERFORD HILL

1100 N. Main
ROCHESTER, MICH.

COUNTRY CLUB

625-2609.

1

OL 1 -8101

Cuddly Teddy Bear, Pussy Cat, or Puppy Dog. (Life Size) with
tt.50 In M.G.M. cleaning receipts. All Colors. The sooner you act,
the wider your choice. Bring your Spring cleaning in now.

7:30
Feature Time 7:45
Four Shows Sunday . .
2:00, 4:30, 7:00, 9:30 p.m.
Program Information 651-8311

Downtown

SPORTSCAR
TIRES

P.S. FREE...
Charlton Heston

Extends its warmest
wishes to the
Meadowbrook
Music Festival
for another
Successful season

6633 DIXIE HIGHWAY

PASSENGER
CAR TIRES

THE ECTASY

Then use our storage service for all your
clothes. It includes complete protection
for all your garments, including your furs.
Everything is thoroughly cleaned and
mothproofed before storing.

M.G.M. Cleaners, Inc.
In Business for 21 Years
Auburn Rd., at Adams
Crooks Rd., at Auburn
Mound Rd., at 2.3 Mile Rd.
Also on Campus at Oakland University
Plants and Stores Serving Oakland and Macomb Counties

PATRONIZE
OUR ADVERTISERS

Open 7 A.M. to 8 P.M., Mon. thru Sat.
In by 10 A.M.—Out by 5 P.M.

DUNLOP

RACING
TIRES

LOW -PROFILE

GOLD SEAL

RADIAL PLY
TIRES

TRAVEL

A mold

WITH US

R. B. DUNLOP TIRE SALES
Pontiac, Mich. 48056
P. 0. Box 207
SPORTSCAR OWNERS SWEAR BY THEM - RACING DRIVERS RELY ON THEM
Now get the advantages of Dunlop import quality in the gold seal passenger
car tire. Advantages such as FULL 4-ply construction -Dunlop's patented
safety shoulder for improved control - Unique tread design for improved
wet traction - Certified safe at a sustained 100 m.p.h. - Improved ride
with no thump tyrex cord (also available in abuse resistant nylon) - With
all these features the gold seal is priced competitively with American
brands of comparable quality - Why settle for less than the best when
"DUNLOP QUALITY COSTS NO MORE" - Wholesale prices to you OPER/

Owned and Operated by Bill Basinger, Tom Hill, and Bruce Robertson
after 5 P.M. call 334-6452
PHONE: 651-3422 or 673-9227

A-1 USED CARS

OF ROCHESTER
743 N. MAIN

1959 Dodge
2 Dr. Hardtop-8
Automatic Power Steering
Radio, Heater,
Excellent Transportation
$250.00

quEig)pw

PARFAYS
SPLITS
Hours:
11 A.M. to 11P.M.

Page Eight

4 Dr., 8—Automatic
Power Steering,
Power Brakes
$295.00

ALL ARRANGEMENTS
MADE AT NO COST
TO YOU..

All<
HOTEL
TOURS
VACATION
STEAMSHIP
MOTEL
CRUISES
BUSINESS TRIPS
RENT-A-CAR

CALL 332-8318
11111011 CAll 1411/1/

Prescriptions

Cosmetics
Sundry Items
Liquor, Beer , Wine

2026 Opdyke Rd.
Corner of Pontiac Road
333-7033

PONTIAC
2227 S TELEGRAPH ED
RLOONFIELD MIRACLE MILE

THE NEW MGBIGT
WE GOTIT.SET WIN IT
41

JEROME FORD, INC,

Try our
FIESTAS

1960 DODGE

HANSEN
TRAVEL
AGENCY

Rexall
Pharmacy

215 MAIN

FORD DEALER
3 -WAY GUARANTEE

ROCHESTER

=
!
-1
OL. 1-9711

For all your audio-visual needs
Call FE 4-1523 to learn about
the big savings on the very latest equipment

Audio Visual Center
Rental, Sales •
and Service

55 Oakland Avenue
Pontiac

These "optional" features
are standard on the MG13/ GT.
• disc brakes • full instrumentation
(including tachometer)• 60-spoke
wire wheels • English leather

bucket seats • 10 square feet
of carpeted luggage space
• padded dash and visors
See MG magic in a new shape at

Pontiac Sports Car,Inc.
467 Auburn, Pontiac 335-1138, 335-1511

The Oakland Observer

